
  

Preface

AMSCOAdvancedPlacement® European History provides a concise narrative,
skills instruction and practice, multiple-choice questions, short-answer

questions, long essay questions, and document-based questions designed to

help students understand the significant content and develop the vital skills

needed to master the subject. It can be used in classes as either the core
textbook or along with other resources.

For teachers, anAnswerKeyis available from the publisher.It also includes

correlations to standardsidentified by the College Board.

Asofits publication, AMSCOAdvancedPlacement®EuropeanHistory was

up to date with all standards and guidelines published by the College Board.

Forthelatest information on Advanced Placement® European History courses

and the exam, check the Europeanhistory section of apcentral.collegeboard.

com and advancesinap.collegeboard.org.
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Introduction

Studying Advanced Placement®
European History

E nrollment in AP® courses such as this one has grown over the years.
Students cite many reasons they wantto take courses such as AP® European

History:

+ They provide evidence that the studenthas the ability to succeed as an

undergraduate.

¢ Theyincreaseeligibility for scholarships.

> They help strengthen a student’s college applications.

+ They help reduce college expenses by earning college credit.

> They allow students to test out of introductory college courses.

+ Theyreflect the fact that AP? students have better college

graduation rates.

¢ Theyhelp enrich students’ high school experience.

The placement and credits offered will vary from college to college.

The College Board’s website provides a comprehensive list of colleges and

universities that accept AP® examinations and the credits they award for

passing scores.
Most students who take AP® courses report that they are more challenging

than regular courses; they also report that AP® courses are more interesting

andgratifying. The rewards oftaking on the challenges of an AP® program go

beyond the scores and placement. They include the developmentoflifelong

reading, reasoning, and writing skills, as well as an increased enjoyment of

history.
This introduction will provide you with backgroundinformation that will

help you understand the structure of the AP® European History exam.
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Overview of the AP® European History Exam
This textbook was created to prepare you for the currentAP®European History

exam. The exam emphasizes the history practices and reasoning skills used by
historians, with a strong focus on themesandrelated concepts to help deepen

your understanding of European history. It includes readings, images, and

other data sources and requires 3 hours and 15 minutes to complete. The AP®

European History exam will include the components shown inthe table below.

Timing Percentage of Total
Exam Score

 

55 minutes

 

 

 

essay question   chosenfrom

three options

on the same

theme:

* period 1

» periods 2-3

* periods 3-4  

| Part A: Multiple- 55 questions 40%

choice questions

Part B: Short- 3 questions 40 minutes 20%

en + Required

questions Question 1:
1600-2001

+ Required

Question 2:

1600-2001

+ Choose
between

Question 3
periods 1-2

OR

Question 4

periods 3-4

Il Part A: 1 question: 60 minutes 25%

Document- topics from (includes a

based question 1600-2001 15-minute
reading

period)

Part B: Long 1 question, 40 minutes 15%  
 

Source: AP® European History Course and Exam Description.
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Each of these exam components will be explained in this introduction,
along with a guide to sequential skill development. AP® examinations,
including the European History exam, score student performance on a five-
point scale:

° 5: Extremely well qualified

+ 4: Well-qualified performance

° 3: Qualified

° 2: Possibly qualified

° 1: No recommendation

An AP?score of 3 or higher is usually considered evidence of mastery
of course content similar to that demonstrated in a college-level introductory
course in the same subject area. However, the requirements of introductory
courses may vary from college to college. Manyschools require a 4 or a 5.

The AP® exams are built differently than typical classroom tests. For
example, the developers oftheAP® exams wantto generate a widerdistribution
of scores. They also wanthigherreliability, which means a higherlikelihood
that test takers repeating the same exam will receive the same scores.

In addition, AP® examsare scored differently. The cutoff for a “qualified,”
or level 3, score varies from year to year depending on how well a group of
college students who takethe test do onit.

The writers ofthe AP® exam also designit to be moredifficult. Ifyou take
a practice exam before you have fully prepared forthe test, don’t be surprised
if you have difficulty with many of the questions. More importantly, don’t be
discouraged. AP® EuropeanHistory is challenging. But like many challenges,
people can masterit by breaking it down into manageablesteps.

How This Book Can Help

The goal of this textbook is to provide you with the essential content and
instructional materials needed to develop the knowledge andthe historical
reasoning and writing skills needed for success on the AP® European History
exam. You can findthese in the following parts of the book:

» Introduction. This section introduces the practices and historical

reasoning skills, five course themes, and six chronological periods of

the history program. A step-by-step skill development guide provides

instruction for answering (1) the multiple-choice questions; (2) the

short-answer questions; (3) the document-based essay question; and
(4) the long essay question.

° Concise History. The 24 chapters ofessential historical content and
accessible explanation of events are the heart of the book. Summaries
and key AP® concepts introduceeachofthe four periods.
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+ Maps and Graphics. Maps,charts, graphs, cartoons, photographs, and

other visual materials also are integrated into the text to help students

practice analytical skills.

+ Historical Perspectives. Each chapter includes a section that intro-

duces significanthistorical issues and conflicting interpretations.

+ Key Terms by Themes. To assist reviewing, each chapter ends with a

list of key terms organized by theme.

* Multiple-Choice Questions. Each chapter contains 8 multiple-choice

questionsto assess yourhistorical knowledge andskills using a variety

of sources.

» Short-Answer Questions. Each chapter contains two short-answer

questionsto provide practice writing succinct responses.

» Document-Based Questions. Each period includes two DBQsfor

practice.

+ Long Essay Questions. Each period contains several long essay

questions.

» Practice Examination. Following the final chapter, the book includes a

complete practice examination.

° Index. The indexis included to help locate key terms for review.

Aseparate Answer Keyis available for teachers and other authorizedusers

of the book and can be accessed through the publisher’s website.

The Study of AP° European History

Historians attemptto give meaningtothepast by collecting historical evidence

and then explaining how this information is connected. They interpret and

organize a wide variety of evidence from primary sources and secondary

texts to understand the past. AP® European History should developa student’s

ability to think like a historian: to analyze and use evidence, and to deal with

probing questions aboutpast events. Often there is no one “answer” for such

questions any more than one historical source can provide a complete answer

for a question. AP® teachers andreadersare lookingfor the student’sability to

think about history and to support ideas with evidence.

AP® candidates should appreciate how both participants in history

and historians differ among themselves in their interpretations of critical

questions in Europeanhistory. Each chapterof this book includes a Historical

Perspectives feature to introduce some ofthe issues raised and debated by

historians. The AP® European History exam does not require an advanced

knowledge ofhistoriography—the study of ways historians have constructed

their accounts of the past. Somepeoplerefer to historiography as “the history
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ofhistory.” Nevertheless, prior knowledgeofthe richnessofhistorical thought
can add depth to youranalysis ofhistorical questions.

Students planning to take the AP® European History exam also need
to become familiar with and then practice the development of (1) history
disciplinary practices and reasoning skills, (2) thematic analysis, and (3) the
concepts and understandingsofthe four periodsthat provide the organization
of the content. These three components of the course are explained below for
orientation and future reference.

Don’t become overwhelmed with this introduction or try to comprehend
all the finer points of taking the AP® exam in thefirst few days or weeks of
studying. Mastery of these skills and understandings takes time and is an
ongoing part of the study ofAP® history. This introduction will become more
helpful as a reference after you have studied somehistorical content and have
begunto tackle actual assignments.

The Practices and Skills of History
Advanced Placement® history courses encourage students to become
“apprentice historians.” The College Board, which creates the AP® exams, has
identified two practices and fourtypes ofhistorical reasoning skills for AP®
European History. Every question on the exam will require you to apply one
or moreofthese practices or skills. Questions and features at the end of each
chapter and period provide frequent opportunities to use them.

History Disciplinary Practices

There are two main history disciplinary practices taught in AP® European
History andtested on the exam. They address the core ofwhat historians do—
use evidence to make an argument.

1. Analyzing Historical Evidence Historians explain and evaluate
diverse historical sources, including written works,art, images, and
artifacts from the period understudy. They make judgments about
each source’s relevance, usefulness, and limitations. Students should
be able to explain (1) the historical setting of the source,(2) its
intended audience,(3) its purpose, and (4) the point ofview ofthe
original writer or creator. For example, an AP® exam question might
ask, “Whichofthe following best reflects the point ofview expressed
by the author?” Another possible questionis, “Briefly explain ONE
characteristic of the intended audiencefor this image.”

Historiansalso learn from secondary sources. Analyzing secondary
sourcesinvolves the ability to describe, analyze, and evaluate the
diverse work of other historians. Students should be able to identify the
author’s argument and the evidence used to support it. This skill also
involves understanding how particular circumstances mightinfluence
a work.
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2. Argument Development The secondpractice is developing an

argument. A strong argumentis built on the ability to make a

historically defensible claim orthesis that addresses the question

andall ofits parts. This claim or thesis then needs to be supported

with specific and relevanthistorical evidence, and the writer needs to

explain the relationship of the evidenceto the thesis.

On the AP® exam, students might be asked to demonstrate theirability

to recognize historical arguments through questions such as “Which

of the following would best support the argument of historian A?”

or “Briefly explain ONE major difference between the arguments of

historian A and historian B.”

In both long essay questions and document-based essay questions,

the answer should recognize and address alternative arguments and

conflicting evidence. For example, a French peasant in 1789 might

view the French Revolution with hopethatit will make life better. A

French aristocrat of the sameperiod mightfeel threatened. A well-

written essay should recognize the differences between them.

Part of the study of history is to recognize the diverse arguments

historians have made aboutthe past. Viewsof the past continue to

change asthree factors influence historians:

+ Their personal perspective or society’s perspective changes. All

historians are influencedbytheir personal experience in the world

they live in. However, good historians are aware of these influences,

and they attempt to accountfor them, so they canstill present the past

accurately.

+ They discover new sources and information. Because uncovering a

long-hidden diary or developing an innovative technique for determin-

ing the wealth of a community in the past can reshape how people see

the past,all interpretations about history are tentative.

+ They ask new questions. Questions reflect what historians want to

know. Historians who ask questions about the causes ofWorld WarI

will write very different works than historians who ask questions about

thelife of a typical soldier.

One common reason historians disagreeis that not all evidence has equal

value. Some observers and some data are more reliable than others. In writing

an essay on an AP® exam,students should recognize that some evidence is

moreuseful than other evidence in supporting an argument. Students should not

focus on recalling a massoffacts. Rather, they should demonstrate a conceptual

understanding of the evidence andan ability to link that understanding to the

argument. For example, to support an argument comparing the economies in

Great Britain and Russia,it is not enough to describe each one individually. In

addition, a writer should make the comparison explicit.
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History Reasoning Skills

Thereare four history reasoningskills taught inAP® European History and tested
on the exam. Theseare the basic skills that historians use to understandthepast.

1.

XX

Contextualization This skill is the ability to see how

a

specific event,
policy, or source connectsto larger historical developments. Often these
developmentsare at a global level. For example, during the 19th century
in Great Britain, working-class families organized to demandbetter
social and economicconditions. Their efforts occurred in the context
of intellectual changesin the 18th and 19th centuries known asthe
Enlightenment and the Romantic movements, which shaped how people
felt about equality.

Theability to use the skill of contextualization could be evaluated
through an exam question such as, “The conditions shown in the
photograph depict which of the following trends in the early 20th
century?” Both the document-based questions and the long essay
questions explicitly require contextualization. Strong answersto the
short-answer questionswill also incorporate contextualization, thoughit
is not a required feature of the response.

- Comparison Thisskill is the ability to describe, compare, contrast, and
evaluate two or morehistorical events or developments in the same or
differenteras or periods or in the sameordifferent locations.It requires
an ability to identify, compare, contrast, and evaluate a given historical
event or development from multiple perspectives.

Theability to use the skill of comparison could be evaluated through an
exam question such as “Which statementexpresses a difference between
communism andfascism in Europein the 20th century?”

- Causation This skill is the ability to identify, analyze, and evaluate the
relationships among many historical events and developments as both
causes andeffects. Notall causes and effects are equally important.
A keytask ofa historian is to determine which causes and effects are
primary, and which are secondary. Showing persuasive evidence of
causation is difficult. Many events are simply correlated, which means
they occur at the sametimeor one occursright after the other, but there
is no persuasive evidence that one causedthe other.

Continuity and Change over TimeThis skill is the ability to recognize,
analyze, and evaluate the dynamicsofhistory over periods of time of
varying lengths, often investigating important patterns that emerge. The
study of themesin history (explainedlaterin this introduction) is often
the tool of choice to understand continuity and changeovertime.
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Britain’s industrialization shows continuities and changes over time in

class structure. Britain began the period as a highly stratified society with

the monarch at the top; powerful nobles next on the social pyramid; a small

middle class of bankers, merchants, and lawyers next; and small landowners

and craftsworkers at the bottom. Through the upheavals of industrialization,

stratification remained a continuity, but change did occur as new groups and

classes arose. At the bottom now were factory workers and coal miners—the

working class. Industrialization also expandeda new middle class ofmanagers,

office workers, small business owners, and professionals. Toward the top of

the hierarchy (but still below the monarchy) were wealthy industrialists, who

eclipsed the landed aristocracy in power.
On the AP® exam, a question about continuity and change over time might

ask, “How was the development of new classes in the Industrial Revolution

importantto political movements ofthe late 19th and early 20th?”

Course Themes

Each AP® European History exam question alsois related to one or more ofsix

course themes. These six themeswill help you think about the main ideas in

Europeanhistory. The themesinclude the study of interactions with the natural

environment, the developmentand interaction of cultures, the building and

expansion ofstates as well as the resulting conflict, the dynamics of economic

systems, and the development and changeofsocial structures and genderroles.

Each theme covers cross-period and cross-cultural investigations. They

help identify trends and processes that have developed throughoutcenturies in

different parts of Europe and the world.
Each chapterin this book includesa review list of important names,places,

events, and conceptsusedin that chapter: Key Terms Organized by Theme. To

help you recognize thematic connections in the chapter, the entries in thelists

are grouped under subheads for each theme, with a code identifying the theme.

Theme1: Interaction of Europe and the World (INT)

This theme focuses on Europe’s growing interaction with the broader world

after 1450. It focuses on the motivations that led to these interactions as well

as the consequences for both non-European and European societies. The

possible motivations were many, including the desire for economic gain, the

broadening of each European nation’s power, and the spread of Christianity.

The consequences were even more numerous and wide ranging, and often

devastating.
In the Americas, Europeansestablished colonies that would fundamentally

and permanently alter both continents’ people andsocieties. Civilizations were

toppled, land was expropriated, and populations were decimated. Africa was

profoundly affected by the European takeover of the Americas, as millions of

Africans were captured andsold into bondage, working on colonial plantations.

Europeans, too, were affected by the interaction of peoples, cultures, and
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environments. Manyleft to live abroad, neverto return. The exchange offoods
and goods between the new and old worlds changed how Europeans lived
irrevocably.

European colonialism and imperialism developed and spread throughout
Asia and Africa in the 19th and 20th centuries, fueling resistance by subject
peoples and competition among the European colonial powers.

Theme 2: Poverty and Prosperity (PP)

This theme explores the ways in which the new global commercial network,
developed and dominated by Europeans, eventually led to profound impacts
on the continent’s social and political systems. The commercial wealth that
resulted from colonization fueled a further economicrevolution in the 17th and
18th centuries. The growth oflarge-scale agriculture duringthis era also led to
significant change,includinga rise in European populations and a gradualshift
in populations from rural to urban.

Overtime, these changes resulted in rising levels of material prosperity
for some Europeans, particularly in the era of technological advances after
1850. But this prosperity was distributed unequally, with often-stagnant
working-class wages and the exploitation of workers and resources from
the less-developed world. These inequalities gave rise to ideologies such as
socialism that sought greater equality through the reform, or even replacement,
of the capitalist system.

Theme 3: Objective Knowledge and Subjective Visions (OS)

This theme explores the ways in which knowledge has been created and
transmitted throughout European history. Beginning in the 15th century,
thinkers in multiple fields of inquiry tentatively began to question traditional
sources ofauthority and knowledge,substituting a beliefin direct inquiry and
subjective truths.

With the advent of the Enlightenment in Europe, however, growing
numbersofEuropeans adopted a view of the world based on natural laws and
objective scientific truths, in place oftraditional andreligiousbeliefs. This led
eventually to a blossoming ofscientific and mathematical knowledge and the
application ofscientific methodsto social andpolitical issues and systems. The
20th century saw anothershift, from beliefin objective knowledge andtruths
to the exploration of subjective paradigms and nonrational forces (especially
in psychology).

Theme4; States and OtherInstitutions of Power(SP)
This theme focuses onthe cultural, economic, and social impact of changes
within European governmentand socialinstitutions over time. The rise of
sovereign states and the success ofthe Protestant Reformation signaled a shift
away from traditional church power and toward secular and state control of
manysocietal and governmentalinstitutions.
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Intellectual, political, and social aspects born of the Enlightenment

fueled movements away from monarchies and aristocracies and toward the

rule of law and representative governments. The participation of everyday

people in governance, chiefly through broadening suffrage, increased over

time. However, mass politics and the political and economiccrises of the

early 20th century combinedto fuel the rise of totalitarian regimes and the

expense ofparliamentary governments. Thelatter half of the century saw the

rise of international (the UN and other NGOs) and European (EU, NATO)

organizations designed to promote worldwide and regionalstability.

Theme5: Individual and Society (IS)

Theme 5 focuses on changesto family andsocietal classes and groups across

Europe. Movements such as the Protestant Reformation and the Industrial

Revolution had massive consequences for European society. How and when

people got married and started families changed, as did how those families

functioned. Women’s roles evolved markedly, with women seeking greater

economicandlegal rights by the 19th century. The development ofmiddle and

working classes fundamentally changed how people related to one anotherat

homeand otherwise.

World War I brought an end to the remnants ofthe old order, as empires

were disbanded and democracy expanded. After World WarII, welfare states

developedin Western Europe,providing increased family support, reproductive

choices, and universal health care. The end of the Cold War brought about

the EU, which, while highlighting the shared values of European society, has

experienceddifficulty particularly over the question of immigration.

Theme6; National and EuropeanIdentity

This theme examines how Europeans’ideas ofcultural, national, and regional

identity have evolved overtime. Early modern European identity was based

on cultural elements such as shared language, history, and location, and it

could be manifested in anything from city-state to a small principality to an

emerging nation-state.

While great 17th- and 18th-century monarchs built powerful nations

around cultural andlinguistic ties in places like France and Russia, England’s

continued growth was accompanied bythe rise of an increasingly powerful

Parliament. The ideas of the Enlightenment and the French Revolution gave

rise to a European sense of shared values, based aroundcitizenship, reason,

and equality.

The growing sense ofnationalism in the 19th century brought together

new nations(Italy, Germany, and the Netherlands) but also servedas a divisive

force in multiethnic states, such as the Habsburg Empire. This nationalism

carried through the 20th century, leading to the century’s great conflicts and

the eventual rise of independent nations andgreater political fragmentation.

This process wasreversed,in a way,by the rise of the EU.Butrecent struggles

within the EU show that European identity is ever changing.
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Historical Periods

AP® European History also is based on a frameworkoffourhistoricalperiods.
According to the College Board, the instructional importance and assessment
weighting for each period is equal. These periodsare briefly described below,
and each description includes the chapters of the book that address each
period’s content.

Period 1: c. 1450 to c. 1648 (Chapters 1-6) The period from the
Renaissance to the Peace of Westphalia deals with the growth of science,
mathematics, art, and philosophy in Europe. It also examines changes and
conflicts brought about by major events and trends such as the Protestant
Reformation, the Catholic Counter-Reformation, the overseas expansion of
European power, and the Columbian Exchange. During this period, power
in Europe was increasingly centralized and secular, and power also was
increasingly open to menoftalent and wealth, notjust those who belonged to
the hereditary nobility.

Period2: c. 1648 to c. 1815 (Chapters 7-12) The period fromthe Peace of
Westphalia to the Congress ofVienna deals with growth in Europe in a number
ofdifferent avenues. In politics, a balance ofpower system between European
states emerged, and was generally challenged only when one or anotherstate
sought to upset the balance. (Revolutionary and Napoleonic France represent
major upsets of the system.)

Overall economic strength and individual standards ofliving grew as well,
particularly in Atlantic countries. Further, the Scientific Revolution and the
Enlightenment altered Europeans’ waysof thinking, as reason increasingly
challenged religion andliteracy grew.

Period 3: c. 1815 to c. 1914 (Chapters 13-18) The period from the
Congress ofVienna to the beginning ofWorld WarI saw industrialization grow
and spread throughout Europe.Thisled to the growth ofspecific socialclasses,
particularly the proletariat (working class) and the bourgeoisie (middleclass).
Rapid population growth and urbanization also followed, bringing their own
challenges. During this period, responses to socioeconomic changeledto the
revolutions of 1848, which authorities eventually quelled.

Rising nationalism helped promote and consolidate state power, and led
to the unification ofboth GermanyandItaly. This nationalism spurred further
imperial actions, and as a result, Africa was partitioned and came under the
domination ofvarious Europeanpowers.At the sametime, European emigrants
sought better lives, chiefly in the Americas, and brought their cultures with
them.

Period 4: c. 1914 to Present (Chapters 19-24) The period from the
beginning of World WarI to the present was dominated by conflict, namely
the two world wars and the Cold War. Great areas of Europe were devastated
by war and tens of millions of people, mostly civilians, perished. Nazi
Germany’s genocidal Holocaust alone marks the 20th century as a grim
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period in European history. The problematic resolution of World WarI led to

resentment in Germany and elsewhere, wherefascist dictatorships arose. The

Great Depressionofthe early 1930s also helpedfuel dissatisfaction and anger.
Out of World War II emerged a more unified Europe, which culminated

in the European Union. The union grew after the end of the Cold War, as

some formerSovietsatellite countries joined. In general, the nations ofEurope

became more secular and their governments becameincreasingly involved in

citizens’ economic lives. New Europeans—migrants from former colonies and

world conflict zones—addeddiversity to the continent’s culture and bolstered
populationsin a period of low birth rates. However, these immigrants often

foundinhabitants unwilling to accept them, and questions of social justice and

identity remain.

Answering the AP® Exam Questions
History, like any field of study, is a combination of subject matter and

methodology. The history practices, reasoning skills, and themes are methods
or tools to explore the subject matter of history. One cannot practice these

skills without knowledge of the historical content and understanding of

specific historical evidence. The following section provides suggestions for

developmentof anothersetof skills useful for answering the questions on the

AP® exam. Again, the “mastery”of these skills, particularly writing answers

to AP® questions, takes practice. This section will suggest how to develop the
skills related to each different kind of question on the exam:

* multiple-choice questions

* short-answer questions

° document-based questions

» long essay questions

1. Answering the Multiple-Choice Questions

The College Board asks 55 multiple-choice questions (MCQs) on the AP?

European History exam, and students have 55 minutes to complete this section.
The value of the MCQs will be 40 percent of the student's score; and each

MCQwill assess a historical reasoning skill and also will require historical

knowledge from the Concept Outline ofAP® European History. Questions will

be related to the analysis of a stimulus—a primary or secondary source, such
as a passage, image, map,or table.

Each question will have one best answer and three distracters, The

questions will emphasize the ability to analyze the source and use the historical

reasoningskill the question requires.
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This textbook provides preparation for the multiple-choice questions

section ofthe exam throughitems at the end ofeach chapter andonthe Practice

Exam at the end of the book. The MCQsin this book are similar in form and

purpose to those appearing on the AP® exam butalso are designed to review

the content and understanding of the chapter.

Analyzing the Stimulus On the AP® exam, multiple-choice questions

will be introduced with a stimulus. When analyzing a stimulus, ask yourself

basic questions to spark your thinking: Who? What? When? Where?
and Why? Beyond these questions, one of the most important questions

to ask is, “What is the point of view of the author, artist, or speaker?”

Consider the following excerpt from the Nuremberg Charter, which defined

war crimes and laid the foundation for trials following World War II:

The following acts . . . are crimes coming within the jurisdiction of the Tribunal

for which there shall be individual responsibility:

. .. Crimes against humanity: namely, murder, extermination, enslavement,

deportation, and other inhumane acts committed against any civilian population,

before or during the war, or persecutionsonpolitical, racial or religious grounds

in execution of or in connection with any crime within the jurisdiction of the

Tribunal, whetheror not in violation of the domestic law of the country where

perpetrated.

The multiple-choice questions about this excerpt will test your

understanding ofit. (Answering this question will be easier after you have

studied the World War II era.) In addition, the questions will focus on one or

more historical reasoning skills. The following are topics of multiple-choice

questions that could be asked aboutthis excerpt:

+ Contextualization: Why do you think this definition of “crimes against

humanity” wascreated at this point in history?

* Causation: Whydoesthe definition of “crimes against humanity”

include the phrase “whetheror not in violation of the domestic law of

the country where perpetrated”?

* Continuity or changeovertime:Is the establishment of a postwar court

to try officials of defeated nations an example of continuity or change?

Making a Choice You need to read the stem (the question or statement

before the choices of possible answers) of any MCQ andall four choices

carefully before you choose your answer. More than one choice may appear to
be correctatfirst, but you mustselect the best answer. Ifyou are not immediately

confident which answeris best, start by eliminating answers you recognize as

incorrect. Choices that include wordsthat reflect absolute positions, such as

always, never, or exclusively, are seldom correct, since historical evidence can

rarely offer such absolute certainty. Keep in mind the need to make judgments

aboutthe significance of a variety of causes andeffects.
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Should you guess on the AP® exam? Yes: The exam format does not

penalize for guessing, and points are not deducted for incorrect answers. So

you should answer every question. Obviously, though, the process offirst

eliminating a wrong answer or two before guessing increases your chances of

choosing the correct answer.

Budgeting Your Time The AP® European History exam allows 55

minutes to answer the 55 questions.Fifty-five minutes does notallow enough
time to spend 2 or 3 minutes on difficult questions. For questions involving a

passage,chart, or picture, read the questionfirst. If you find a questionis hard,

make a guess and then comebacktoit later if you have time.

Recommended Activities Practicing sample multiple-choice questions
is important before the exam,if for no reason other than to reduce the number

ofsurprises aboutthe formatofthe questions. However, for manystudents,the

review of content through multiple-choice questions is not the most productive

way to prepare for the exam. The purpose of the chapter contentin this text

is to provide a useful and meaningful review of the essential concepts and
evidence needed for the exam. By reviewingthe essential facts in the historical

content, you will better recall and understand connections between events,

which is extremely important for applying the historical reasoning skills.

2. Answering the Short-Answer Questions

The AP® European History exam will include four SAQs. You will have 40

minutes to answerthree of them.

 

 

 

 

 

Short-Answer Required Primary Practice Stimulus Time Period

Question or Skill Assessed

1 Yes Analyzing Secondary 1600-2001
secondary sources source

2 Yes Causation or Primary 1600-2001

continuity and source text or
change overtime visual source

3 Either 3or4 The practice or No stimulus Periods 1-2
skill not assessed

in question 2

4 Either 3 or4 The practice or Nostimulus Periods 3-4

skill not assessed

in question 2      
 

Source: AP® European History Course and Exam Description
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Each question consists of three parts (labeled a, b, and c). A single part
mightask for either ONE or TWO examples. Nothesis is required. The
following is a sample stimulus and question:

“Tn capitalist society we have a democracythatis curtailed, wretched,false, a

democracyonly fortherich, for the minority. The dictatorship ofthe proletariat,

the period of transition to communism,willforthefirst time create democracy

for the people, for the majority, along with the necessary suppression of the

exploiters, of the minority.”

from The State and Revolution, Vladimir Lenin, 1917

3. a) Identify one similarity between the ideas ofVladimir Lenin and

those of the French Revolution.

b) Identify one difference between the ideas ofVladimir Lenin and

those of the French Revolution.

c) Explain a difference between the long-term effects of the French

Revolution and the Bolshevik revolution in Russia.

3. Answering the Document-Based Question (DBQ)
The AP® European History exam consists of one document-based question
(DBQ)that includes seven documents. It will focus on a topic from between
1600 and 2001 and target one historical reasoning skill, such as causation or
continuity and changeovertime. The skill will vary from year to year. You

will be given 60 minutes to answer the question, which includes 15 minutes
for reading the documents.

For details on how responses are scored, see the Course and Exam
Description. In short, you should state a clear thesis and provide support for
it from the documents. To receive a top score, you will need torefer to at

least six of the documents in your analysis. To strengthen the probability of
earning the maximum point value for this question, however, use all seven

documents. In addition, you should analyze one-or more ofthese elements of
three documents:

° the creator’s point ofview

> the creator’s purpose

> the historical situation when the document was produced

* the intended audience for the document

Someteachers refer to this analysis of the elements as “sourcing” the
document. Earningcredit for sourcing a documentrequires more than a simple
statement such as “The intended audienceis the elite class.” You also will

needto state the significance of this analysis. In other words, give a reason or
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further explanation ofthe significancefor the point ofview, purpose,historical

situation, or intended audience. To determinesignificance, ask yourself, “What

is the creator’s point of view?” “Why did the creator produce the document?”

“In what historical situation was the document created?” “What audience was

the creator addressing?” The answersto these questions often are overlapping.
Besides using evidence stated in the documents, you should include

outside knowledge in your response. This consists of additional examples,

details, and analysis that provide context or clarify whatis in the documents or

that provide new information that supports your thesis.
Answering a DBQ builds on theskills for writing responses to the essay

questions. (These are discussed in more detail in the following section on the

long essay question.) The sameskills apply here:

+ Write a thesis statement that addresses all parts of the question.

» Provide historical context for your argument.

* Build argumentation supported by relevant specific evidence.

+ Use the historical reasoningskill targeted in the question.

° Use evidence in a compelling way.

The most importantdifference between a DBQ response and a long

essay is that your DBQ response shouldrefer to specific sources to support

arguments. This sample DBQ promptillustrates how importantit is to

identify and addressall parts of the prompt. Readit closely.

To what extent did World WarI affect the role of womenin Europe?

An effective answerwill address the targeted skill and period: causation in

Europe during and after World WarI.
Acommon mistake writers make in answering a DBQisto writelittle more

than a descriptivelist ofthe documents. The order ofthe documents in the DBQ

should not control the organization of the essay. Rather, group the documents

based upon how they support your thesis. Analyze the documents for evidence

they provide, andintegrate them into an organized and persuasive essay.
In a strong essay, a writer groups pieces of evidence from the documents

that relate to each other. However, grouping requires more than simply

placing related evidence within the same paragraph.It also requires seeing
commonalities and contradictions in the evidence, and explaining how they

both fit your argument.

* Words andphrases such as similarly, in addition, and as wellas alert

the reader that you see a commonelement among the documents.

+ Phrases such as in contrastto orthis is differentfrom alert the reader

that you see contradictory evidence in the documents.
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As youusethis textbook, you will find two DBQsin the review section at

the endofeachofthe four periods and another one in the Practice Exam at the

endofthe book. Usethese practice DBQs to develop yourhistorical reasoning

skills as well as the writing skills needed for answering the DBQ on the exam.
Hereare sometips for writing an effective DBQ:

1. Use the 15-minute reading period to make marginal notes on the

documents. Underline key parts of the prompt to help keep you on

track. Before writing, formulate a thesis that addressesall parts of the

question. The key historical reasoning skills to be developed for the

successful writing of a DBQ answerare contextualization, comparison,

causation, and continuity and changeover time.

2. Keep references to the documents brief. Because the exam readers

know the content of the documents, you do not need to quote them.

A referenceto the document's authorortitle is enough. Many writers

simply cite the document number in parentheses, such as (Doc. 1).

Readerslike this system as well becauseit is simple and clear.

3. Use all of the documents. (The scoring guidelines call for students

to useall or all but one of the documents.) However, recognize that

each document represents a point of view, and some mightcontain

information that is not accurate.

4. Address contradictory evidence. Yourthesis should be complex

enough to accountfor evidence that does not support your argument,

and you should demonstrate that you understandother points of view

and the context in which documents were created. Demonstrate your

judgmentaboutthe sources based on your knowledgeofthe historical

period.

RecommendedActivities As a prewriting activity for the DBQs, work
with a small group of classmates to read and discuss a contemporary primary

source documentandtwo historical ones. For each, discuss the author’s point
of view, intended audience, purpose, andhistorical context,

Following is a practice scoring guide for DBQs based on the College

Board’s grading rubric. (Check apcentral.collegeboard.com for the full rubric
and any updates.) Use this guide to evaluate your work andto internalize the
criteria for writing a strong DBQessay.
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PRACTICE SCORING GUIDE FOR THE DOCUMENT-BASED QUESTION

A. Thesis: 0-1 Point

+ | point for a historically defensiblethesis/claim that establishes a line

of reasoning to address the question, and does not merely restate it. The

thesis mustbe at least one sentence andlocated in oneplace, either in the

introduction orin the conclusion.

B. Contextualization: 0-1 Point

° | point to describe the broaderhistorical context of the question, such as

developments either before, during,or after its time frame. Describing

the context requires more than a merephrase orreference.

C. Evidence: 0-3 Points

Evidence from the Documents: 0-2 Points

° | point for accurately describing the content of three documents that

address the question.

OR(Eitherthe 1 point above or the 2 points below, but not both)

+ 2 points for accurately describing the content of six documents and

using them to support the arguments used in response to the question.

Using the documents requires more than simply quoting them.

Evidence Beyond the Documents: 0-1 Point

> | point for using at least one additional piece of specific historical

evidence beyondthose foundin the documentsthatis relevant to

the arguments forthe question. The evidence must be different from

evidenceusedfor the contextualization point and more than a mere

phrase.

D. Analysis and Reasoning: 0-2 Points (Unlike the LEQscoring, both points

can be gained)

° | point for usingat least three documentsto explain how or why the

document's point ofview, purpose,historical situation, and/or audience

is relevant to an argument used to address the question.

¢ 1 point for demonstrating a complex understanding ofthe historical

developmentsby analyzing the multiple variables in the evidence.

This can include analyzing more than onecause, both similarities and

differences, both continuity and change,and/orthe diversity of evidence

that corroborates, qualifies, or modifies an argument used to address

the question.
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4. Answering the Long Essay Question (LEQ)

Test takers will answer one of three questions with a long essay in 40 minutes.

All three options will focus on the same theme and reasoningskill, but they

will focus on different periods. Thefirst will focus on Period 1, the second on

Periods 2 and 3, and the third on Periods 3 and 4. Before you begin to write,

take 5 to 10 minutes to identify key points andplan the structure ofyour essay.

Your essay responses will be evaluated on the argument you present: provide
a clear evaluative thesis and support it with evidence.

Development of Essay Writing Skills Begin developing your writing
skills as soon as the course starts. Rather than simply writing and rewriting

complete essays, break down the skills neededto write an effective AP®history

essay into sequential steps and work on oneof them at a time. Followingare
basic steps in writing an essay:

1. Analyze the question.

2. Organize the evidence.

3. Take a position and express it in a thesis and introductory paragraph.

4. Write the supporting paragraphs and conclusion.

5. Evaluate the essay.

Analyze the Question Some students rush to start writing and fail to

grasp the question fully. Before writing, ask yourself two questions:

+ Whatis the topic?

> Whatis the historical reasoning skill?

Read over the question or prompt two or more times. What are the key

words or phrases in the question? Underline them. They could be verbs such

as evaluate, analyze, explain, support, or refute. All questions have one thing

in common: They demandthe use of historical reasoning skills and analysis of
the evidence. An essay answer will not receive full credit by simply reporting

information: You need to demonstrate that you can use the targeted historical

reasoning skill. For example, considerthis sample long essay question:

Evaluate the reasons why Great Britain began industrializing in the mid-18th

century, before any other country.

Note all of the parts of the prompt. What is the topic? Industrialization in
Great Britain. What is the historical reasoning skill? Causation. What does the

promptask you to do? Evaluate reasons. What type ofevidence do you need to

provide? It must be significant and it must include an evaluation of the causes.

Anessay that fails to deal with all parts of the question will receive a lower

score than one that addresses the entire question. The few seconds you take to

identify the topic and key reasoning skills will help you avoid the mistake of
writing a clear, information-rich essay that receiveslittle or no credit because
you answered a question that was not asked.
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RecommendedActivity As an initial skill-building activity, analyze the

essay questionsat the end of Period 1. Underline the key wordsthat indicate

what the writer should do, andcircle the words that indicate the specific parts

or aspects of the content that need to be addressed.

Organize the Evidence Directions for the AP® European History exam

advise students to spend sometime planningbeforestarting to answerthe essay

question. This advice emphasizes howcriticalit is to first identify what you

knowaboutthe question and then organize your information. A recommended

practice is to spendfive minutesto create a briefoutline,table, or other graphic

organizer summarizing what you know about the question. The following

table shows one way to organize the information that could become the essay

to answerthe question aboutthe Industrial Revolution in Great Britain.

 

 

Geographic Factors Nongeographic Factors

Massivecoal deposits, coal used to Investment capital accumulated during

* powersteam engines trans-Atlantic slave trade

* boostiron/steel production

Coalindustryitself became huge
 

Anislandnation, Britain’s strong Well-establishedBritish legal system

maritime tradition bolstered protected investors and private property

+ importation of raw materials

» export of finished goods
 

Enclosure movement eliminated most

|

Agricultural Revolution improveddiets,

 

commonfarmlands reducing infant mortality and prolonging

+ forced farmersoff land and into lives
cities * workers were healthier and could work

« created low-costindustrial moreefficiently

workforce * population (numberof industrial workers)

grew

Networkofrivers and streams for Technological improvements

us mills and transporting + spinning jenny and water frame

goods   + gaverise to the factory system
 

Recommended Activity Practice identifying the type of evidence you

will need to answer questions by creating an outline, table, Venn diagram, or

other graphic organizer for each of the questions in Chapter1.

Take a Position and Express It in the Thesis and Introductory

Paragraph After you see the evidence that you know, you can write a thesis

statement that you can support. A strong thesis, or argument, is an essential

part of every AP® European History long essay answer. Writers usually state

the thesis in thefirst paragraph (sometimes the second), and they often restate

it in the final paragraph orfinal two paragraphs. A thesis must be more than a

restatementof the question.
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A thesis requires takinga position on the question. In other words, it must
be evaluative. Many students havedifficulty taking a position necessary to
build a strong argument. Someare afraid of making a mistake. But think about
the nature ofhistory. History does notoffer the certitude of mathematics or the
physical sciences. Disagreementoverthe interpretation ofhistorical evidence
develops because of the limitations ofthe evidence available and the differing
perspectives of both participants and historians. AP® readers are looking not
forthe “right answer”but fora writer’s ability to interpret the evidence and use
historical support forthat interpretation. Considerthis important advice for any
AP® essay question: If you think that you can write an essay without making
some judgmentthat results in a thesis statement, you have not understood the
question.

Belowis one example ofa thesis statement based on the informationin the
table on the previous page.

Between 1750 and the early 19th century, Britain becamethefirst European
state to industrialize becauseit had a unique combination of geographic and
political advantages, including accessto coal, capital, workers, technology,
shipping, and a supportive government.

This statement takes a position—Britain had unique characteristics—and
it identifies causation forthe events raised in the question. This interpretation
will provide the organizing argumentthat guides the developmentofthe essay.

Recommended Activity Work with one or two partners. Each of you
should write a prompt that might appear on a test based on a current event
in the news. Exchange prompts. Then write a thesis statement in response to
your partner’s prompt. Compare anddiscuss yourthesis statements using these
guide questions:

» Doesthe thesis take a position?

° Doesthe thesis offer an interpretation of the question?

> Doesthe thesis help organize ideas for an essay?

The mainpointofthefirst paragraphis to clearlystatea thesis that addresses
the question. Readers will look for a clearthesis that sets the organization for
the rest of the essay. An effective introductory paragraph also may provide
the context of the question and a preview of the main arguments that will be
developed in the subsequent paragraphs. However,this additional information
should not distract from the thesis statement.

You may have learned to write an argumentative five-paragraph essay: a
one-paragraph introduction, three paragraphs of support, and a one-paragraph
conclusionthat ties back to the introduction. This model showsthe importance
ofthe introductory paragraph in shapingthefull essay, including the arguments
to be developed. However, the total numberof paragraphs in your AP® essay
is for you to determine. You are likely to need more than three paragraphs of
support.
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RecommendedActivity Practice writing introductory paragraphsfor the

essay questions at the end of each period. Next, follow up the introductory

paragraph with an outline of the supporting paragraphs. For each paragraph,

list historical evidence that you will link to the thesis. The exercise of writing

an introductory paragraph and an outline of your supporting paragraphs

helps in two ways. First, it reinforces the connection of the main points in the

introduction to the supporting paragraphs. Second,it requires you to think in

terms ofhistorical evidence before youstart writing a complete essay.

Write the Supporting Paragraphs and Conclusion The number and

lengths of the paragraphs forming the body ofthe essay will vary depending

on the thesis, the main points of your argument, and the amountofhistorical

evidence youpresent. To receive the highest score, you also must explain how

specific historical evidenceis linked to the thesis. Each essay also will have a

targeted historical reasoning skill that you should use to analyzethe historical

development or process you identified in your thesis. The chart that follows

showsthe main focusof an essay based on key words in the prompt.

 

  

  

 

   

 

 

Key Wordsin the Question What an Essay Should Do

Cause, causation Describe, analyze, and evaluate reasons why
something happened, using specific examples.

Compare, comparison Describe, analyze, and evaluate specific examples

that show similarities and differences.

Continuity and changeover Describe, analyze, and evaluatesimilarities
time (representing continuity) and differences

(representing changeacrosstime) with specific

examples.

Describe,identify Describeoridentify a significant, specific example
of the essay topic.

Explain, analyze, evaluate Identify and commenton the nature andrelationship
of the parts of a topic in order to explain why things

happened.

Contextualization Describe, analyze, and evaluate the extent to which
other specific, relevant events influencedhistorical

developments or process.   
 

Besidesyourability to address the targeted reasoningskill, your essay will

be assessed on how well you develop your argument. Readers will consider

how well you usespecific historical evidence, recognizethe historical context,

and include evidence from outside the themeandtime period of the question

prompt. For example, in the sample question, the context of the Age of

Discovery and the colonial marketsit created is essential to understanding the

industrialization of Britain.
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Your goalis nottofill a specific numberofpages butto write an insightful,
persuasive, and well-supported answer. Many students fail to achieve the
full potential of their essay because they simply list a few generalities or a
“laundry list” of facts, and they do not answerthe full question. Keep in mind
that the readers of your essay are not looking for a retelling of history, or
“stories.” They will be grading you on your ability to craft an analytical essay
that supports an argumentwith specific evidence. A short yet concise essay in
which every word hasa purposeis better than an essay bloated with fillers,
flowery language, andinteresting stories.

Your conclusion should restate the thesis. In addition, it should answer
the larger question of “So what?” Thatis, the conclusion should provide the
context and explain why the question is relevant in a broader understanding
of history.

General Writing Advice Here are sometips to keep in mind as youstart
practicing the writing of history essays for the AP® exam.

° Write in the third person. Avoid usingfirst-person pronouns(J, we).
Write your essayin the third person(it, they, she,etc.).

° Write in the past tense. Use past tense verbs, except whenreferring to
sources that currently exist (e.g., the documentimplies).

> Use the active voice. Readers prefer the active voice over the passive
voice becauseit is more effective in explaining cause and effect. For
example, “Factories were built in Britain”is in the passive voice.It is
weak becauseit fails to say whobuilt the factories. “Wealthy investors
built factories in Britain”is in the active voice.It is stronger becauseit
states who wastaking action.

° Use precise words. Use wordsthatclearly identify persons, factors,
and judgments. Avoid vague verbssuchasfelt. Use stronger verbs
instead such asinsisted, demanded, or supported. Also, avoid vague
references, suchas they and others, unless youareclearly referring to
people already identified. Use specifics, such as Louis XVI ofFrance.
Use verbs that communicate judgmentand analysis, such as reveal,
exemplify, demonstrate, imply, and symbolize.

> Explain key terms. The majority of questions will deal with specific
terms (such as Agricultural Revolution or mercantilism), and an
essential part ofyour analysis should be an explanation ofthese terms.

> Anticipate counterarguments. Consider arguments against yourthesis
to show that you are aware of opposing views. The strongest essays
confront conflicting evidence by explaining whyit does not undercut
the thesis. The statement ofcounterarguments is knownasthe conces-
sion or the conciliatory paragraph. Writers often presentit directly
following the introduction.
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° Remain objective. Avoid opinionatedrhetoric. The AP®test is not the

place to argue that one group wasthe “good guys,” while another was

the “bad guys.” And donotuse slang termssuch as “bad guys”!

+» Communicate your organization. Each paragraph in your essay should

develop a main pointthatis clearly stated in the topic sentence.It is

also goodpractice to provide a few wordsora phraseoftransition to

connectone paragraphto another. Each paragraph also should include

a sentence thatlinks the ideas in the paragraph to the thesis statement.

» Return to the thesis. Writers often restate their thesis in the final para-

graphin

a

fresh andinteresting manneror explainits significance. The

conclusion should not try to summarize all the data or introduce new

evidence. If you are running outoftime but have written a well-orga-

nized essay with a clearthesis that is supported with evidence, your

conclusion can bevery short. As noted earlier, including your thesis in

the first and the last paragraph helps you make sure you havestated it

clearly.

Recommended Activity Yourfirst effort to write an AP® European

History essay will be a morepositive experienceif it is an untimed assignment.

After gaining confidence in writing the essay, you should try your hand at a

timedtest similar to that of the AP® exam (40 minutes for the essay). The

purposeofsuch practice is to becomefamiliar with the time constraints of the

exam and to learn ways of(1) improving theclarity as well as the efficiency

of your writing and (2) gaining insight into the type of information needed.

The feedbackfrom these practice tests—whether from teachers, peers, or self-

evaluation—isessential for making progress. \

Evaluate Your Essay More essay writing does not necessarily produce

better essays. Breaking down the process into manageable steps is one key

for improvement. Peer evaluation as well as self-evaluation also can help you

internalize the elements of an effective essay and learn ways to improve. The

activity on the next page provides a set of questions about how effectively

an essay achieves the elements that the AP® readers look forin their grading.

The use of the essay-evaluation techniques can help AP® candidates better

understandthe characteristics of an excellent essay.
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Activity: Evaluation of the Essay

1. Introductory Paragraph Underline the thesis andcircle the structural
elements identified in the introduction. Howeffectively does the
introductory paragraph prepare the readerfor the rest of the essay?
How might you improve the introductory paragraph?

. Thesis Is the thesis clear? Doesit take a position and addressall parts
of the question?

- Analysis Does the body ofthe essay provide analysis of the question?
Doesthe body reflect the argument andcontrolling ideas stated in the
introductory paragraph? Does the body acknowledge opposing points
of view? How could the analysis be improved?

» EvidenceIs the thesis supported clearly with substantial, relevant
information? Is the evidenceclearly connected to the stated thesis
through strong paragraph topic sentences? Whatsignificant additional
information or evidence could have been used for support?

- Errors What minoror majorerrorsin fact or analysis does the essay
display?

. Presentation How well organized andpersuasiveis the essay? Do the
supporting paragraphsandtheir topic sentences addressall parts of the
essay prompt andstated thesis? Does paragraph composition, sentence
structure, word choice,orspelling add to or detract from the essay?
Identify areas that need improvement.

RecommendedActivity Evaluation by a teacher andself-evaluation of
essay workisinitially less threatening than peerevaluation, but oncea level of
confidenceis established, peer evaluation can help you becomea better writer
andis often the most useful form of feedback.

This scoring guide for the long essay question is based on the College
Board’s gradingrubric. (Check apcentral.collegeboard.com forthe full rubric
and any updates.) Use the guide to evaluate your work andinternalize the
characteristics of a strong long essay.
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PRACTICE SCORING GUIDE FOR LONG ESSAY QUESTIONS

A. Thesis: 0-1 Point

» 1 pointfor a historically defensible thesis/claim that establishesa line of

reasoning to address the question, and not merelyrestate it. The thesis

mustbeat least one sentence andlocated in oneplace, either in the

introduction or in the conclusion.

B. Contextualization: 0-1 Point

* 1 pointto describe the broaderhistorical context of the question, such as

developmentseither before, during,or afterits time frame. Describing

the context requires more than a mere phrase or reference.

C. Evidence: 0-2 Points

» 1 pointfor identifying specific historical examples of evidence relevant

to the question.

OR(Either the 1 point above orthe 2 points below,but not both)

* 2 points for using specific and relevant historical examples of evidence

that support the arguments used to address the question.

D. Analysis and Reasoning: 0-2 Points

+ | pointfor using historical reasoning to frameorstructure the arguments

that address the question, such as causation, comparison, or continuity

and change over time. Reasoning may be unevenor not as complex as

needed to gain twopoints.

OR (Either the 1 point aboveorthe 2 points below,but not both)

* 2 points for using historical reasoning and demonstrating a complex

understandingofthe historical developments by analyzing the multiple

variables in the evidence. This can include analyzing more than one

cause, both similarities and differences, both continuity and change, and/

orthe diversity of evidence that corroborates, qualifies, or modifies an

argument used to address the question.
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Review Schedule
Plan how you will prepare to take the AP® European History exam. Set a
schedule for your review of each period of history. You might spread your
review overa long or a short amount of time. Many AP® candidatesfind that
study groupsare helpful. The following is a sample of a review schedule using
this text. It assumes the review will take place oversix weeks:

Week 1: Review writing skills

Week 2: Period 1, (Chapter 1-6)

Week 3: Period 2, (Chapters 7-12)

Week 4: Period 3, (Chapters 13-18)

Week 5: Period 4, (Chapters 19-24)

Week 6: Complete and review the Practice Exam

Staying with a schedule requires discipline. A study group that chooses a
specific time and place to meet and sets specific objectives for each meeting
can reinforce the discipline ofall its members. Some individuals may find it
more productive to create a review schedule for themselves. If this review
text has been used in conjunction with a history course, your familiarity with
the essential content and skills developed in this book should makeit an even
more convenientandefficient review tool.
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